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Despite enduring a sluggish national recovery, Louisiana’s 
economy continued to outperform the South and  
U.S. during the third quarter. For example, Globalstar  

announced the relocation of its corporate headquarters from Silicon 
Valley to Covington, La.; Blade Dynamics announced a new advanced  
manufacturing project at NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in  
New Orleans that will create 600 jobs; and Nucor announced one of  
the largest industrial projects in Louisiana’s history.

Our feature article highlights the unique, world-class capabilities of the 
LED FastStart program, which only two years into its existence was just 
recognized as the best state workforce training program in the country 
by Business Facilities magazine.

One of the state’s emerging “blue ocean” industries, specialty health 
care, is featured in our Industry Outlook. The Regional Close-
up provides an update on the Michoud Assembly Facility and the 
transition strategy for this critical economic asset.  

Advantage Louisiana describes how Pixel Magic, a leading 3-D 
animation company, selected Louisiana for its first expansion  
outside of Los Angeles. EQ&A features Brenda Reine Bertus, one of 
Louisiana’s top economic development professionals, who discusses 
how St. Tammany Parish has become one of Louisiana’s hottest  
business destinations.

You’ll also read about one of Louisiana’s leading small businesses, an 
overview of our economic performance during the third quarter and 
much more. 

Thank you for your interest in Louisiana – a new frontier for  
business opportunity.

Best regards,

Stephen Moret, Secretary
Louisiana Economic Development

CONTRIBUTORS: Sara Bongiorni, Matt Braud, Carole Dupré, Jason El Koubi,
Christopher Fallin, Steven Grissom, Larry Henson, Melissa Lambert, Stephen Moret,
Don Pierson, Maggie Heyn Richardson, Stephanie Roussell,  Rina Thomas and Patrick Witty
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UPDATE

Louisiana’s Economy in Q3 2010

Despite the national economy’s 

slow recovery, Louisiana’s 

economy in the third quarter 

of 2010 continued to be strong. 

Louisiana’s unemployment rate 

remained below 

the South and 

U.S., and the 

banking sector 

remained solid despite national 

declines. Recent 

business development 

wins, including Blade 

Dynamics, Globalstar 

and Nucor Corp.,  

will allow Louisiana to capitalize 

on such emerging markets as 

wind energy, technology and 

advanced manufacturing, as 

well as secure billions in capital 

investment. 

In this quarter 

alone, business 

development wins  

will create 2,867 

new, direct jobs, retain 

146 jobs and result in  

nearly $3.4 billion in 

capital investment.

2,867 
New 
Jobs

146 
Retained 

Jobs

$3.4 
Billion
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LOUISIANA’S UNEMPLOYMENT RATE HAS REMAINED  
BELOW THAT OF THE U.S. AND SOUTH SINCE THE START  
OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC DOWNTURN

LOUISIANA

SOUTH

UNITED STATES

Employment
At the end of the third quarter of 2010, Louisiana’s 
unemployment rate (7.8 percent) was tied for fifth lowest 
in the South and tied for 18th lowest in the nation. In 
fact, September 2010 marked the 19th consecutive quarter 
that Louisiana outperformed the South (9.2 percent) and 
the U.S. (9.6 percent). Louisiana’s unemployment rate 
has remained below that of the South and the U.S. every 
month since the beginning of the economic downturn.

Several areas of the state stood out for low unemployment 
at the end of the quarter. The Bayou Region continues 
to have the lowest unemployment rate of 6.6 percent. In 
addition, four Louisiana MSAs were ranked 100 or lower  
than 372 MSAs: Houma-Thibodaux (tied for 24th),  
Lafayette (tied for 43rd), Alexandria and Lake Charles  
(tied for 100th).

Louisiana’s non-farm employment posted year-over-year 
growth every month during the third quarter of 2010. Over 
the year, Louisiana’s job growth outperformed the nation’s 
rate (0.8 percent versus 0.3 percent). Louisiana’s non-farm 
employment decreased by 1.4 percent from January 2008 
to September 2010, which is less than any other Southern 
state, the Southern average (-5.2 percent) and the U.S. 
average (-5.6 percent).
 

Housing
Louisiana was one of only 20 states to show positive 
growth in the housing sector from July 2009 to July 2010. 
Using CoreLogic data, Louisiana’s house price growth of 
0.1 percent was 20th best in the nation and seventh best in 
the South. 

In the third quarter of 2010, RealtyTrac ranked Louisiana 
16th lowest in foreclosure rates in the nation. In addition, 
PMI’s Housing Market Risk Index’s third quarter forecast 
states that six of Louisiana’s MSAs are at minimal to low 
risk of experiencing housing price declines through the 
first quarter of 2012, including Houma (minimal risk) 
and Lafayette, Lake Charles, Monroe, New Orleans and 
Shreveport (low risk). 

Banking
According to the FDIC, Louisiana’s financial sector 
continued its strong performance into the third quarter  
of 2010. Louisiana’s 156 banks and thrifts reported a  
17.5 percent increase in net loans and leases from late  
2007 to June 2010, in contrast to the 8.5 percent decline  
at the national level. Throughout this period, Louisiana  
also outperformed the nation in asset growth (23.2 percent 
versus 1.4 percent), deposit growth (24.4 percent versus  
8.6 percent) and total equity growth (32.2 percent versus 
11.8 percent).

Rankings
In addition to producing solid economic results,  
Louisiana continues to build on three consecutive years  
of improvement in national economic and business  
climate rankings.

For example, Louisiana experienced significant gains 
in Pollina Corporate’s ranking of the Top Pro-Business 
States of 2010, rising from 40th in 2008 to 20th in 
2010 and earning the first ever “Most Improved State” 
award. Pollina’s 2010 report states, “Louisiana has shown 
astounding progress. No other state has ever shown this 
type of movement. ... We meet with many companies every 
year in the course of our business, and we have noticed an 
increase in the number of companies that are considering 
a move to the state or want to have the state evaluated as a 
potential location.”

Business Facilities magazine recognized LED FastStart as 
the nation’s best workforce program, citing “Louisiana 
has established the gold standard for workforce training 
solutions with its innovative [LED] FastStart program. 
Louisiana is far ahead of the curve with a fully integrated 
program that works in partnership with higher education.” 
(To read more about LED FastStart and its rise to the top, 
see page 20.) Louisiana also ranked No. 8 and No. 10 in  
the magazine’s Business Climate and Cost of Labor 
rankings, respectively.  

Louisiana earned an “A” from the Center for Business 
and Economic Research at Ball State University, which 

ranked Louisiana among the top five best states for low- 
benefit costs or non-wage labor costs, such as workers’ 
compensation and retirement.

For the second consecutive year, Southern Business & 
Development named Louisiana “Co-state of the Year” for 
2009, with more significant jobs per capita (measured 
by job creation and capital investment) than any other 
Southern state. 

Gallup’s Job Creation Index ranked Louisiana among the 
top 10 state job markets for the first half of 2010, based on 
the net difference between the percentage of respondents 
(employed adults) reporting an expansion and the 
percentage reporting a reduction in their workforces.

The Quarter Ahead
Louisiana enters the fourth quarter of 2010 with a strong 
economy. Projects announced in 2009, such as ConAgra 
Foods Lamb Weston in Delhi, La., will begin operations 
in the fourth quarter. As a result, their positive economic 
impact will start to take effect, strengthening Louisiana’s 
overall economy and many local economies throughout 
the state. 

Louisiana’s business retention efforts, LED FastStart  
and other high-impact initiatives will also help the  
state maintain the economic outperformance it  
has produced since the beginning of the national  
economic downturn.  

LOUISIANA’S EMPLOYMENT LEVELS HAVE
OUTPACED THE REST OF THE COUNTRY

Total non-farm, seasonally adjusted employment (100=January 2008) LOUISIANA

SOUTH

UNITED STATES

2008 2009
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REGIONAL CLOSE-UP <<<REGIONAL CLOSE-UP <<< >>>  REGIONAL CLOSE-UP >>>  REGIONAL CLOSE-UP

Now, as NASA completes the 2011 retirement of the Space 
Shuttle Program and introduces its moon-bound Constellation 
Program, which requires less manufacturing capacity, Michoud 
has embraced a unique opportunity.

“We found ourselves with space we didn’t need, and it evolved 
into a business model that will help us cover costs by attracting 
other public and private entities,” said NASA’s Michoud 
Assembly Facility Transition Manager Steve Doering.

Collaborating with Louisiana Economic Development and 
project facilitator, Jacobs Technology, Michoud is in the 
midst of a two-year transition from a production facility to 
a multitenant complex that can host commercial businesses, 
government agencies and contractors. Aerospace manufactur-
ing will still take place. Now, however, it will occur alongside 
other new, innovative advanced manufacturing businesses. 

According to Doering, Michoud features more than a  
million square feet of available space in a self-contained 
facility equipped with established infrastructure and 
services. Louisiana’s low-cost manufacturing environment, 
regional transportation network and experienced regional 
workforce round out the site’s attributes.   

Michoud hoped to identify its first major tenant by 2012, but 
met its goal two years ahead of schedule when Blade Dynamics 

announced a decision in August 2010 to locate at Michoud. 
The three-year-old British company produces highly efficient 
blades for large wind turbines used in harnessing renewable 
energy. Blade Dynamics’ project at Michoud represents a $13 
million capital investment and will create 600 new, direct jobs 
by 2015. LED estimates the direct jobs will create 970 new, 
indirect jobs for a total of more than 1,570 new, direct and 
indirect jobs. 

“Blade was able to move into an entire 85,000-square-foot building 
to fit its needs,” said Doering. “But that space can also be built to 
suit future tenants.” 

“We also have vast, undeveloped green space and can work 
with tenants to build out what they need,” he added. 
Doering suspects Blade is the first of many alternative 
energy and other green ventures that will find Michoud 
appealing, particularly because of the current robust climate 
for alternative energy and the mandate on federal agencies 
to use renewables. 

According to Doering, Michoud’s transformation represents 
a new frontier for NASA facilities, and that response has 
surpassed expectations. 

“It’s early in the game,” he said, “but so far, interest from 
prospective tenants has been unbelievable.”

NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in eastern New Orleans is 

known for its long history of manufacturing aerospace systems 

for human space flight, including production of external fuel tanks 

for the Space Shuttle Program. Over the last three decades, the 

832-acre facility has generated more than 33,000 total jobs and has 

pumped billions into the regional economy. 

 transitions

397,000 
Square feet of available  
office space

354 
Acres of undeveloped land

1,115,000 
Square feet of available  
manufacturing space

Available Space at Michoud

N

NASA Tenant Commercial Space Available Shared Manufacturing  Capability

PHOTO: Aerial view of Michoud Assembly Facility  MAP: Michoud Assembly Facility Building 103
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11 companies say ‘YES’ to Louisiana

momentum LOUISIANA

In July 2010, Globalstar Inc., a satellite voice and data 
service provider, announced the relocation of its corporate 
headquarters and other global business functions to 
Covington, La., from Milpitas, Calif. Following the company’s 
purchase of Louisiana-based Axonn in 2009, Louisiana 
Economic Development’s Business Expansion and 
Retention Group began discussions with Globalstar 
regarding corporate relocation opportunities in Louisiana. 
Globalstar intends to take advantage of the state’s Digital 
Media Incentive and customized workforce support  
provided by LED FastStart.

“We considered relocating our headquarters to numerous 
states but the overall advantages of moving [to Louisiana] 
were simply too compelling to ignore.”

PETER DALTON
CEO of Globalstar Inc.

GLOBALSTAR INC. 
500 new jobs, $72,000 avg. salary,
$2.5 million capital investment

Transportation Consultants Inc., or TCI, announced plans to expand its 
container traffic capabilities at the Port of New Orleans in July 2010. 

The announcement kicks off the second phase of the expansion, 
which is expected to generate $3.6 million in new, state tax revenue 

and $1.6 million in new, local tax revenue over the next 10 years. 
Headquartered in New Orleans, TCI plans to take advantage 

of the state’s Enterprise Zone Program and 
Economic Development Loan Opportunity 
Program, as well as local incentives. 

“Without the Port of New Orleans, the New 
Orleans Public Belt Railroad, Entergy, the 

mayor and Gov. Jindal’s commitment to this 
project, we could not collectively increase 
international container traffic at the Port.”

JACK JENSEN
Founder and CEO of Transportation 

Consultants Inc. 

TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS INC. 
60 new jobs (62 retained from phase I),
$48,000 avg. salary, $13.6 million capital investment

In August 2010, NEW Customer Service Companies Inc. 
announced it will create more than 200 new, home-based 
customer care representative positions in Central Louisiana 
within the next two years. Fort Polk and Central Louisiana’s 
potential workforce were two of the primary factors NEW 
considered during the site selection process. Louisiana 
Economic Development estimates the NEW project will 
result in approximately $3.3 million in new, state tax  
revenue and $2.2 million in new, local tax revenue over  
the first 10 years of operations.

“We are thrilled to work with communities such as Alexandria 
who support the skill set and work ethic we are looking  
for to deliver outstanding customer care.”

MITCH CARROLL
Vice President of Contact Center Resource Planning,
NEW Customer Service Companies Inc.

NEW CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANIES INC. 
200 new jobs

CQMS Razer, a privately owned Australian company, 
recently acquired Hendrix Manufacturing Ltd.  
of Mansfield, La., resulting in new products lines  
for Hendrix’s traditional customer base. The purchase 
of Hendrix Manufacturing will be CQMS Razer’s  
first manufacturing site outside of Australia.  
CQMS plans to take advantage of the state’s  
workforce solutions program, LED FastStart, as well 
as the Industrial Tax Exemption and Quality Jobs 
programs, to fast-track employee training  
and facility improvements.  

“This move further establishes CQMS Razer as an 
international supplier of consumable high-wear parts 
to the mining industry, thus increasing the potential 
for job growth in Louisiana.”

MAX VOIGT
Castings General Manager of CQMS Razer 

CQMS RAZER 
232 new jobs (84 retained),
$35,000 avg. salary 
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In September 2010, Folgers, a subsidiary of Fortune 500 company The J.M. 
Smucker Co., officially began its multifacility expansion of two existing 
coffee production facilities in Orleans Parish and its distribution center  
in St. Tammany Parish. Folgers will take advantage of the state’s new  
Retention and Modernization Program and customized training from  
LED FastStart. Open since 1960, Folgers’ New Orleans facility is  
the company’s largest production facility in the nation.

“We greatly appreciate the continued support of the state of Louisiana  
and the city of New Orleans, and are thankful for their contributions  
toward this critical project.”

RICHARD K. SMUCKER
Executive Chairman and Co-CEO of The J.M. Smucker Co.

FOLGERS 
120 new jobs, $42,000 avg. salary,
$69 million capital investment

With investment funding from Dow Venture Capital and American Superconductor Corp.,  
Blade Dynamics announced in September 2010 it will manufacture advanced wind turbine 
blades and components at the Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans. Blade Dynamics  
cited several key factors for selecting Michoud, including the availability of specialized 
equipment, the attractiveness of the full-service facility, the state’s workforce solution  
program LED FastStart and a competitive state incentive package. Blade Dynamics’ proprietary 
designs are expected to break industry barriers, providing compelling advantages for wind 
turbines rated at two megawatts and higher.

“Our relationship with and the commitments from the state of Louisiana and NASA will  
also significantly impact the success of our operations, and we are looking forward to 
 furthering both of those relationships.”

THEO BOTHA
Co-founder and Sales Director of Blade Dynamics Ltd. 

BLADE DYNAMICS LTD. 
600 new jobs, $48,000 avg. salary, $13 million capital investment

In August 2010, SNF Holding Co. broke ground on  
its new water-soluble polymers manufacturing  
facility, SNF Flopam Inc., in Plaquemine, La.  
An economic-impact analysis conducted by Louisiana 
State University estimates the project will  
result in 900 new, indirect jobs, $107 million in new, 
state tax revenue, as well as $29.9 million in new,  
local tax revenue from 2010 to 2025. SNF Flopam will 
also become one of Louisiana’s top 125 economic 
driver firms based on direct and indirect job impact.

“This facility is the largest, single, greenfield 
investment in the history of our company.  
We’ve reached this significant point in our project  
with the tremendous support from the state of 
Louisiana and so many individuals in Iberville Parish.”

PETER NICHOLS 
President of SNF Holding Co. 

SNF FLOPAM INC.
500 new jobs, $57,000 avg. salary,
$350 million capital investment 

In August 2010, The Scotts Miracle-Gro Co. announced  
it would establish a manufacturing and distribution  
operation in Ascension Parish. The company is currently 
retrofitting an existing 66,000-square-foot building to 
accommodate the mixing, bagging and warehousing of the 
company’s broad line of lawn and garden products.  
Louisiana Economic Development and regional partners 
worked with the company during the site selection process 
and helped indentify applicable state business incentives. 

“We’re delighted to find such a good available site here  
at the former Structall operation. We are also very  
appreciative of the cooperation we’ve received from  
Ascension Parish and state officials to enable us to  
move forward on this project.”

STEPHEN R. LOVE 
Senior Engineering Manager of The Scotts Miracle-Gro Co. 

THE SCOTTS MIRACLE-GRO CO. 
25 new jobs, $7.5 million in capital investment
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T
he nation’s largest 
steel producer, Nucor 
Corp., recently selected 

St. James Parish for a  
multiphase iron and steel project 
that will ultimately be one of the 
largest industrial projects in Louisiana history, 
creating up to 1,250 new, direct jobs and  
$3.4 billion in capital investment.  
 
According to an economic-impact analysis 
by Louisiana State University, the project, 
if all phases are completed as described in 
its incentive agreement with Louisiana, will 
generate approximately $563.5 million in new, 
state tax revenues, as well as $122.6 million in 
new, local tax revenues through 2033. LSU’s 
analysis also indicates that approximately 4,800 
new, indirect jobs could be created by 2019, 
resulting in a total of more than 6,000 new, 
direct and indirect jobs.  
 
The first phase of the project will be a direct 
reduced iron facility that will create 150 jobs 
and $750 million capital investment.  
Nucor will begin construction on the first  
phase immediately after completion of  
related environmental permitting.   
 
Subsequent phases include a second direct 
reduced iron (100 jobs and $400 million 
capital investment); a pellet plant (200 jobs 
and $500 million capital investment);  
a blast furnace and coke ovens (300 jobs 
and $1 billion capital investment);  
and a steel mill (500 jobs and $750 
million capital investment).  
 
Nucor can select the order of execution 
of the remaining four phases of the 
project; however, all four phases must 
be initiated by 2015 for the company 
to receive the full value of the incen-
tive package proposed by Louisiana 

Economic Development. 

Nucor Announces
One of the LARGEST
Industrial Projects
in LOUISIANA History
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ME Leger LLC was launched in 2007 when Mary Ellen Hathorn invented 
a shoe organizer, My Pair Tree, designed to save space in small closets. 
Through certification in the Small and Emerging Business Development 
program, ME Leger received financial and technical assistance from the 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership of Louisiana for development 
and production of the plastic sandal hanger. Since receiving the SEBD 
assistance, the company has experienced increased sales, has been 
featured on the “TODAY” show and “Good Morning America,” and has 
increased distribution to Dillard’s and The Container Store nationwide.

“The SEBD program has been instrumental in the growth of my  
company. In today’s market it is important to get your invention from 
concept to production quickly. The SEBD program was instrumental  
in helping me achieve this goal.”

MARY ELLEN HATHORN
Owner of ME Leger LLC

ME LEGER LLC
1 new job, $3,500 SEBD assistance

SAWYER INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS
4 new jobs, $9,000 SEBD assistance

Sawyer Industrial Plastics was founded in 1977 in West 
Monroe, La., as a paper industry supplier. Sawyer has 
grown by expanding its material offerings and creating 
new, international distribution networks. Because of 
increased exports, Sawyer turned to the Small and 
Emerging Business Development program and Louisiana 
Tech University’s Technology Business Development 
Center for assistance with modernizing its information 
management system to better track the company’s 
exports. Because of the SEBD assistance, Sawyer 
anticipates a $175,000 increase in sales over the next year. 

“The assistance we received through the SEBD program 
and Louisiana Tech will be instrumental to our growth 
as we continue to diversify and expand. This program 
is an essential resource for any small business.”

DEBBIE SAWYER
General Manager of Sawyer Industrial Plastics
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SM A LL BUSINE SS SP OT LIGH T <<<

“W
hat’s unique about our company, 

and what we’re most proud of, is that we 

approach it from what our clients need, 

not what we want to give them,” said Excelerant Co-owner 

and Partner Elise Bouchner.  

 

Based in Lafayette, La., Excelerant helps executives 

whose businesses are on the cusp of expansion make 

sound decisions about the future. The women-owned  

venture has an extensive client list and is seen as  

an industry leader in advising companies about how to 

strengthen operations and reach the next level of growth. 

Excelerant was founded in 2003 over lunch by Bouchner, 

an employment lawyer, and Christina Burton Harper,  

the former head of training for Louisiana-based interna-

tional jewelry manufacturer Stuller Inc. Its target  

market is successful companies with 50 employees to 

2,000 employees that are concerned about short- and 

long-term transition issues. According to Bouchner the 

impetus for creating the business, originally called The 

Training Source, stemmed from a void she and Harper 

perceived in the world of corporate training and human 

resource management.  

 

“As an attorney, I was helping my clients with the legal 

aspects of labor and growth, but I could see they needed 

so much more to get where they wanted to be,” Bouchner 

recalled. In their first meeting, she and Harper sketched 

the concept for a training and business development 

firm that would help companies increase performance 

through better leadership and management.  

 

It didn’t stop there. Over its seven-year trajectory, the 

company added three more partners, each with expertise 

in a different area of human resources and organizational 

development. According to Bouchner, the diversity of 

skills has helped Excelerant offer long-term, compre-

hensive services. Phyllis Arceneaux brought nationally 

recognized executive coaching experience. Health care 

human resources professional Jennifer Adcock enabled 

Excelerant to gain traction in hospitals, clinics and medi-

cal practices. And Jill Meaux added expertise in designing 

and evaluating training programs.  

“Our team has incredible experience in legal, strategic 

planning, executive coaching, you name it,” said Bouch-

ner. “We even have the ability to place one of our partners 

as a temporary CEO.”   

 

In 2009, the company invested in a major rebranding proj-

ect with the help of Louisiana Economic Development’s 

Small and Emerging Business Development program and 

the Louisiana Small Business Development Center at the 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette. Its rapid growth 

helped Excelerant win the 2010 Small and Emerging  

Business Development Client Award, presented annually  

by LED and the U.S. Small Business Administration. 

 

“We’ve had a lot of growth, and now we’re in the discov-

ery phase of what will come next,” said Bouchner. “A lot of 

organizations are finding that the structure that got them 

here is not going to be the one that gets them to the next 

level. We want to show them how.”

 >>>  SM A LL BUSINE SS SP OT LIGH T

EXCELERATING

SUCCESS

PHOTO FROM LEFT: Jill Meaux, Christina Harper, Elise Bouchner, Phyllis Arceneaux and Jennifer Adcock
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LED FASTSTART NAMED AMERICA’S BEST 
WORKFORCE TRAINING PROGRAM

HOW LOUISIANA
GOT TO BE #1

Jeff Lynn set an ambitious timeline to create  

a game changer for Louisiana. It was spring of 

2009. LED FastStart, the new state workforce 

development program he heads, had just started 

actively training workers for Louisiana firms.  

But Lynn already was watching the calendar. 

Lynn was determined to build LED FastStart into 

one of the nation’s top three workforce training 

programs in just three years.

ON THE COVER <<< 
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This summer, LED FastStart delivered on Lynn’s target 
date – nearly two years ahead of schedule. Business 
Facilities magazine, in its 2010 rankings issue, recognized 
LED FastStart as the nation’s best state workforce 
training program, beating out other elite programs in 
North Carolina, New Mexico, Florida and Georgia.

Business Facilities cited LED FastStart’s partnership with 
Louisiana’s system of higher education and its connection 
to a targeted, well-coordinated economic development 
strategy as key factors in what makes the program  
stand out. 

“Louisiana has established the gold standard for 
workforce training solutions with its innovative [LED] 
FastStart program,” the magazine wrote of its selection. 

“In less than two years, LED FastStart has gone from  
a startup to becoming recognized as the best in the  
country,” said Louisiana Economic Development  
Secretary Stephen Moret. “Without a doubt,  
LED FastStart has become a world-class workforce 
solutions provider and one of the most powerful 
weapons in our economic development arsenal.”

“We had the rare opportunity to start with a blank 
slate and build a world-class program from the ground 
up,” Lynn said of the program’s earliest days, just two 
years ago. “It took us 15 months to hit our mark.”

LED FastStart grew out of sweeping reforms to the state’s 
approach to workforce development proposed by Louisiana 
Gov. Bobby Jindal in 2008 and approved by lawmakers 
that year. The far-reaching overhaul was designed to 
address what had long been a festering issue for Louisiana 

companies: Businesses that wanted to expand were often 
thwarted by a lack of workers with the skills they required. 
By early 2008, the situation had hit a dire milestone. 
Louisiana’s unemployment rate was at its lowest level in 
three decades, but only 60 percent of working-age residents 
were employed. About 100,000 jobs across the state sat 
empty because employers simply could not find skilled 
workers to fill them.

Gov. Jindal proposed a comprehensive reform 
plan to address the state’s workforce development 
crisis, and it received overwhelming support from 
the Legislature. A key component of the plan was 
the creation of a rapid response, highly customized 
workforce training program called LED FastStart.

LED FastStart is a critical component of how the state 
has reworked the way it recruits and trains workers for 
the private sector, an approach that puts a premium on 
a proactive, flexible and quick response to the unique 
needs of employers across a spectrum of industries. In 
LED FastStart’s case, the goal was to help Louisiana 
outpace other Southern states in its ability to create 
jobs through business recruitment and expansion.

Louisiana officials examined the best practices of a number 
of states, including Alabama and Georgia, in developing 
LED FastStart as a means to transform the state’s training 
gap into a solution for new and existing employers alike.

The one-source program provides customized employee 
recruitment, screening and training at no cost to Louisiana 
firms that meet LED FastStart’s eligibility requirements, 
such as the creation of 15 permanent manufacturing jobs 
or 50 permanent service-related jobs in targeted sectors. 

The program is comprehensive, and includes an in-depth 
review of essential work processes and documentation, 
development of company-specific procedures and course 
materials, delivery of training and ongoing feedback,  
and evaluation for continuous improvements to the  
training process. 

The expertise of LED FastStart’s trainers is itself a reflection 
of the role of employee excellence in any organization’s 
success. Lynn recruited seasoned experts from other states 
across the country, including Georgia, Michigan and 
Tennessee. These experts are capable of providing training in 
areas as diverse as customer support, engineering, corporate 
headquarters, human resources and advanced manufacturing. 

“I’d stack up my team against anybody in the country,”  
Lynn said.

“LED FastStart  
made tools available 
to us that we didn’t 
know existed.”

Carl Douglas 
Shaw Modular Solutions
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“For us, LED FastStart has   
  been so responsive that it’s 
    been almost on us to try to   
      keep up with them.” 
          Paul Granberry,
          Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. 

OPPOSITE PHOTO: Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd.
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Utilization of state-of-the-art training technology also 
distinguishes LED FastStart. It is the first state workforce 
development program to use the Apple iPad to deliver 
standard operating procedures, work instructions and 
streaming video to its clients’ employees in a mode 
that is transportable, instantly updatable and secure. 

The program’s partnerships with the Louisiana Commu-
nity and Technical College System, Louisiana Workforce 
Commission, leading Louisiana universities and private-
sector training experts further ensure that companies  
have rapid and comprehensive access to the precision 
training they need.

Business Facilities’ recent recognition of LED FastStart 
as the nation’s best such program was not its first 
high-profile accolade. LED FastStart has drawn recogni-
tion in a series of national publications, including 
the February/March 2010 issue of Area Development 

magazine, which identified it among the top three 
workforce development programs in the U.S.

To date, LED FastStart has already provided pre- and 
post-employment workforce services to more than 30 
companies, including several firms recruited from outside 
Louisiana and the U.S. Those companies, both large 
and small, reflect the growing diversity of the state’s 
economy, and run the gamut from movie animation 
to heavy industry to pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Business leaders who have used LED FastStart describe a 
program that is non-bureaucratic, broad in scope, 
designed to meet targeted results set by the companies it 
serves and most importantly, effective for the company’s 
bottom line and productivity.

“It’s been easy for us to hand off our urgency to LED 
FastStart,” said Carl Douglas, general manager of Shaw 

Modular Solutions, which will employ 1,400 workers  
at the nation’s first site for the manufacturing of nuclear 
plant components when it is up and running at the  
Port of Lake Charles. “Our success rate with new hires has 
been incredible.”

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. is adding 73 positions with 
the expansion of  its Shreveport, La., pharmaceutical 
manufacturing plant. Paul Granberry, Dr. Reddy’s director 
of North American generic operations, said LED FastStart 
trainers were vested in the firm’s success from the start.

“They’ve been there from day one, saying, ‘What do you 
need us to do? Here are our thoughts, here is what we can 
do, and we’ve already found it,’” Granberry said. “It’s  
been us trying to make sure that we can get the informa-

tion back to them quick enough for them to be able to 
support us.”

“LED FastStart’s capabilities should clinch decision 
making for firms looking for a place to expand or create 
new operations,” said Dan Downard, director of human 
resources for ConAgra Foods Lamb Weston, which will 
create 500 to 600 new jobs near Delhi, La., with the 
opening of a large-scale plant focused on the processing  
of frozen sweet potatoes. 

LED FastStart can “make that decision-making process 
much easier for employers if they understand the  
value that this program can provide to them,” added  
Downard. He admitted that he was taken aback by the 
program’s effectiveness.

“It's been incredible how 
fast they've hit the ground 
running. It's absolutely a 
breath of fresh air.”  
Roger Porter, Aeroframe

“We needed to work fast, be  
   aggressive and turn the issue of    
    workforce quality from a concern 
    to a selling point for the state.”
                  Jeff Lynn, LED FastStart

ON THE COVER <<< 
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Spotlight

“In all honesty, I thought it was a nice sales job first, but 
now that I’ve lived it, experienced it and know what can be 
delivered, it’s just invaluable to me,” Downard said. “They 
are truly our training partners in this endeavor.”

Aeroframe’s expansion of its aircraft maintenance, repair 
and overhaul facility in Lake Charles, La., will create 
more than 300 new direct jobs. With assistance from 
LED FastStart, the company was able to recruit and train 
the additional workers it needed in less than six months. 
Roger Porter, Aeroframe president and CEO, said he has 
operated in multiple states and has “never seen anything 
like” LED FastStart.

“It’s absolutely a breath of fresh air,” Porter said. The 
strikingly different training needs of Pixel Magic, a 3-D 
animation and visual effects firm with offices in Los 
Angeles and Lafayette, La., and industrial manufacturer 
Gardner Denver highlight LED FastStart’s ability to serve 
diverse industries.
 
Pixel Magic is working with LED FastStart to create a 
local Louisiana population of digital artists and visual 
effects professionals to serve clients, such as Miramax, 
Warner Bros. and 20th Century Fox. Pixel Magic, which 
has 12 employees at its Louisiana Immersive Technologies 
Enterprise studio in Lafayette, plans to ramp up to 40 
employees within three years.

By contrast, Gardner Denver’s decision to consolidate 
its Thomas Product Division from Sheboygan, Wis., to 
Monroe, La., involved the massive task of moving multiple 
production lines, construction of an 80,000-square-foot 
expansion of its Monroe plant and the hiring of more than 
200 new workers. 
 
From the start, LED FastStart played a key role in the 
transition, providing nearly 5,000 hours of customized 
recruiting and training assistance to the company after 
its decision to consolidate operations in Monroe. The 
company’s President and CEO, Barry Pennypacker, 
credited “outstanding training support” in discussing the 

company’s third-quarter 2009 financial results with Wall 
Street analysts, noting that it allowed the company to 
speed the relocation of several manufacturing cells  
to Monroe.

For Lynn and his team, the response has been gratifying, 
but there is little time for rest. 

“We operate LED FastStart like a business because that is 
who we serve,” he said. “If that means going the extra mile 
to get the results these businesses need, we are happy  
to do that.”  

Barry May named one of the nation's best young 
workforce trainers by Training magazine.

Barry May, project manager with LED FastStart, 

was recently recognized as one of the nation’s 

best workforce trainers under 40 in the July/

August 2010 issue of Training magazine.

Since joining LED FastStart in 2009, May has 

worked with several large firms on employee 

training for expansion and relocation projects. 

His efforts include assembling and coordinating 

a 10-member team to provide round-the-

clock support to Gardner Denver as it moved 

30 production and machining lines from 

Sheboygan, Wis., to Monroe, La., and expanded 

its workforce by 200 employees.

The magazine’s selection criteria for its Top 

Young Trainer awards included leadership skills, 

success in meeting challenging and accelerated 

training turnaround projects, and development 

of innovative training solutions. 

“FastStart gave the leadership team the 
assurance that they would be there; they  
would help us through the process.”
Rick Swoboda, Gardner Denver

COMPREHENSIVE
LED FastStart delivers a turnkey workforce solution for new or expanding facilities. In addition 

to providing customized, job-specific training, FastStart offers any other essential workforce 

services that may be required, such as employee recruitment and screening, safety and 

teamwork training, leadership development for managers, and specialized assistance for 

employees as they transition to a new community and a new job.

 
TAILORED
LED FastStart does not utilize a “one-size-fits-all” approach. FastStart services are designed and 

tailored exclusively for each particular company, with no preconceived notions about the best 

approach and no bias to utilize existing training programs or facilities that may not be optimal for 

a particular situation.

 
INNOVATIVE
LED FastStart is rethinking how training is developed and delivered. For example, FastStart 

employs iPads and other digital platforms to provide real-time training tools and feedback and 

utilizes both traditional classroom instruction and hands-on, immersive training approaches. 

 
FLEXIBLE 
LED FastStart is highly flexible. FastStart adjusts to evolving company needs, offers support 

around the clock (and around the world, if needed) and provides services that other states 

cannot offer because of bureaucratic constraints. 

TALENTED
LED FastStart is made up of dozens of dedicated professionals with extensive industry-specific 

experience and a passion to deliver exceptional results for every client company. Moreover, 

FastStart's expertise extends far beyond providing training for the manufacturing sector or 

developing a narrow set of technical skills. FastStart also delivers top-notch training in quality, 

leadership, lean manufacturing, animation and other critical areas, and covers a wide variety of 

industries such as advanced manufacturing, aerospace, digital media and pharmaceuticals.

DRIVEN
LED FastStart measures its success based on a single metric: client satisfaction. That means 

every FastStart project focuses only on each company's target performance measures rather 

than the number of classes taught or hours trained.

FAST
FastStart prides itself on proactively staying ahead of the company's schedule to ensure that the 

company meets or exceeds its targets. For example, LED FastStart starts working immediately 

without requiring an application or cumbersome approval forms. 27
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HEALTH CARE
DESTINATION

As the world continues to grapple with diabetes, renowned 

scientists at the Pennington Biomedical Research Center 

in Baton Rouge, La., are revealing more about prevention 

and treatment. In New Orleans, the 1,500-acre Greater 

New Orleans Biosciences Economic Development District, 

or GNOBEDD, hosts the state’s two largest medical school 

campuses, forthcoming hospitals, a bioinnovation incubator 

and the new Louisiana Cancer Research Center. And in  

North Louisiana, international pharmaceutical company,  

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd., produces an expanding 

portfolio of generic drugs. 

These projects, initiatives and assets are positioning Louisiana as a national leader in specialty 
health care, which is one of six industry themes targeted in the state’s “blue ocean” strategy,  
a roadmap for cultivating high-growth industry sectors. These and other related projects form  
the basis for an expanding specialty health care sector that could generate 27,000 to 54,000  
new jobs and make Louisiana a regional health care destination. 

An analysis conducted by McKinsey & Co. found Louisiana could become a research hub and 
treatment center for obesity and its comorbidities. A flourishing medical district could attract 
out-of-state patients in search of services addressing conditions, such as diabetes and cancer.

Specialty health care is ripe for growth in Louisiana according to Louisiana Economic  
Development State Economic Competitiveness Director Jason El Koubi. 

“We’re already home to one of the most important biomedical research facilities in the  
world – Pennington,” said El Koubi. “A lot of activity is under way to help build on our  
assets and grow specialty health care.”

In 2010, Pennington was awarded a $10 million challenge grant from the state for a job creation 
initiative in partnership with the LSU Health Sciences Centers in New Orleans and Shreveport, 
La. The project aims to create 250 new, direct jobs by cultivating research, clinical trials and 
testing opportunities related to obesity and diabetes. 

Dr. Reddy’s selected Shreveport to expand operations for its U.S.-based generic pharmaceutical 
production. According to Head of North American Generics Operations Paul Granberry,  
the site leads the nation in generic ibuprofen production and has quickly added several  
other new pharmaceuticals to its portfolio. “We’re constantly transferring new products into  
this site,” he said. 

In BioDistrict New Orleans, several projects will anchor what is expected to become a thriving 
medical district, including the new U.S. Veteran’s Affairs Hospital, University Medical Center, 
College of Pharmacy at Xavier University, New Orleans BioInnovation Center and Louisiana 
Cancer Research Center. They join the Tulane University and LSU Health Sciences Centers  
to create a core of medical research and treatment. According to Jim McNamara, president and 
CEO of GNOBEDD, BioDistrict New Orleans will also provide green housing and livability  
to help attract a generation of workers with high quality-of-life expectations.  

“We’re planning both the place and the sector at 
the same time,” said McNamara. “That’s unusual 
in the world of economic development.” 
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In addition to the Digital Media Incentive, Globalstar and 
the state agreed on an incentive package that included $4.4 
million in performance-based assistance for relocation costs, 
$3.7 million in performance-based assistance for facility costs 
and customized employee recruitment, screening and training 
through LED FastStart. 

Traded on the NASDAQ, Globalstar provides low-cost,  
high-quality satellite voice and data services to business and 
recreational users. It is one of a handful of firms that owns its 
constellation of satellites, and it currently is investing more 
than $1.2 billion in deploying second-generation satellites.

Globalstar’s path to Covington began in 2009 when it 
acquired Louisiana-based Axonn, which produced GPS  
tracking and data-transmission devices. By relocating key 
operating divisions to Covington, Globalstar will be able  
to work with the Axonn engineers and speed the delivery  
of new products to the marketplace.

Globalstar Inc.’s mobile phones look like standard-issue  
cell phones, but the comparison stops there. 

The phones transmit calls and data through a constellation of 
Low Earth Orbiting satellites that relies on a second layer of 
satellites to provide clear, uninterrupted communications to 
users in more than 120 countries.

Globalstar’s technology put the company at the vanguard of 
high-tech communications. Louisiana’s Digital Media Incentive 
and aggressive recruitment efforts of state and local partners 
put Globalstar on the map in Louisiana.

After considering locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, 
Globalstar is relocating its corporate headquarters, product 
development, corporate communications, finance and 
marketing divisions to Covington, La., from Milpitas, Calif. 
This relocation from California’s Silicon Valley to Covington 
will create more than 150 new jobs by 2011 and more than 500 
new jobs by 2019.

35%

35% back on development 
staff wages and benefits

25%

25% back on lease costs, hardware, 
software and related expenses

0%

Marketing, distribution and non-
production overhead are not covered

DIGITAL MEDIA INCENTIVE CUTS 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COST

HI-TECH TRANSPLANT: 
SILICON VALLEY 
COMPANY RELOCATES 
TO LOUISIANA

ANY COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE PRODUCT CAN QUALIFY

Smartphone
apps development

Game development Health Care IT Cybersecurity Educational 
technologies

The Digital Media Incentive combined with lower cost of 
living, Louisiana’s reimbursement of relocation costs and 
sharply lower taxes “were simply too compelling to ignore,” 
said Peter Dalton, Globalstar’s CEO, of the move from Silicon 
Valley to Louisiana. 

The Digital Media Incentive was originally envisioned as a 
way to cultivate the video game development industry in 
Louisiana– and, indeed, it has certainly contributed to the 
state’s burgeoning gaming sector. In 2009, Louisiana expanded 
the definition of digital interactive media to make the program 
a more effective economic development tool.

Today, the incentive is available to developers of interactive 
software and digital products that are made for commercial 
sale. Qualifying projects receive a 25 percent transferable tax 
credit on production costs and a 35 percent tax credit on 
payroll to Louisiana residents. The credits can be used against 
a state tax liability or sold on the secondary market. 

For Globalstar, the program will mean an immediate, 
dramatic drop in operating costs, and its use of the incentive is 
unprecedented. It will use the program to develop commercial 
and consumer applications, including SPOT Satellite  
GPS Messenger™ products and services. 

PHOTO: Globalstar Low Earth Orbiting satellite.



BRENDA REINE BERTUS
Brenda Reine Bertus serves as executive director of the St. Tammany Economic 

Development Foundation, or STEDF, which is the lead economic development  

organization for St. Tammany Parish. STEDF is charged with retaining and attracting  

business and employment opportunities, and seeks to improve the quality of life  

in the parish by strengthening and supporting the business climate in the region.

[Q] Describe St. Tammany’s business 
and economic climate. 

[A] Our business climate is friendly and diverse. 
From small, family-owned enterprises to  
international corporations, we have economic,  
governmental and quality-of-life incentives that 
make it a desirable locale for virtually any business.

As a result, our economy continues to fare better 
than other parishes, and Louisiana’s economy is 
stronger than most other states. We have a low un-
employment rate, a high rate of business startups 
and a growing tax base. Sometimes analysts look at 
the last few years and see a downturn, but for  
St. Tammany, the reality is that almost all indicators 
are stronger than they were five or six years ago.

[Q] What is your vision for growing 
St. Tammany’s economy?

[A] St. Tammany’s economy is already diverse, 
so our strategy for growth is targeted towards  
expanding our leading market segments and  
enhancing the opportunities for clean industries 
that offer high-paying jobs.

[Q] What are the strategic advantages of 
doing business in St. Tammany?

[A] Geographically, we have ease of access to four 
major interstates, including three that intersect 
within our borders. We have proximity to the Port 
of New Orleans and other regional ports, multiple 
airports and railway service. Our quality of life is 
second to none, with low crime, high-ranked  
education and cultural opportunities that rival 
those of a big city.

[Q] How is STEDF working to strengthen 
St. Tammany’s economic competitiveness?

[A] By reaching out across parish, state and 
international lines, and by building coalitions  
with other economic development leaders, we  
are marketing the parish and the region better.  
Working with state, parish and municipal officials, 
we are able to improve on what is already a  
business-friendly climate, with tax credits,  
infrastructure improvements and other incentives.

[Q] What was STEDF’s role in recent wins, 
such as the recent relocation of Globalstar’s  
corporate headquarters to Covington, La., from 
Silicon Valley?  

[A] From our initial meeting with Peter Dalton, 
the CEO of Globalstar, we were aggressively  
marketing St. Tammany Parish and Louisiana. We 
have worked with virtually all the major success 
stories in varying capacities. For some, we help 
them find land and secure necessary infrastructure 
improvements, or help them find existing office 
space. For others, we help employees find housing 
and locate the many amenities that make our  
parish special.
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LOUISIANA INCENTIVE SNAPSHOT
Program Name Benefit Eligibility (not comprehensive)

Enterprise Zone

Tax credit program: provides a one-time $2,500 tax credit 
per certified net new job, and either a 4% sales/use tax 
rebate on capital expenditures or an investment tax 
credit equal to 1.5% of qualifying expenses

• Must increase employment within specified time frame
• Must hire 35% of new workers from one of four targeted groups

Quality Jobs

Cash rebate: provides 5% or 6% rebate on annual payroll 
expenses for up to 10 years, and either a 4% sales/use tax 
rebate on capital expenditures or an investment tax credit 
equal to 1.5% of qualifying expenses

• Must fall within one of the state’s target industries or
• Have total annual out-of-state sales of at least 50%

Restoration
Tax Abatement

Property tax abatement: provides five-year 100% 
abatement for the rehabilitation of an existing structure 
based on assessed valuation of property prior to 
beginning of improvements

• Must be located in a qualifying district and approved by   
   local governing authority
• Does not exempt the acquisition cost of the structure

Industrial Tax Exemption 
Property tax abatement: provides a 100% property tax 
abatement for up to 10 years on manufacturer’s qualifying 
capital investments 

• Applies only to capital investments by Louisiana manufacturers 
•  Property must remain on the site at all times

Research & Development
Tax Credit

Tax credit program: provides up to a 40% tax credit
for Louisiana businesses (based on employment)
that conduct research and development activities
in Louisiana

• Must have incurred federal research and development   
  expenses and/or received SBIR/STTR grant(s)

Sound Recording
Investor Tax Credit

Tax credit program: provides a 25% refundable tax 
credit on qualified expenditures for sound recording 
productions

• Must spend at least $15,000 in Louisiana

Digital Media Incentive
Tax credit program: provides a 25% tax credit on 
qualified production expenditures and a 35% tax credit 
for Louisiana resident labor expenditures

• Must be a digital interactive media production in Louisiana
• Excludes largely static Internet sites and products regulated   
  under the Louisiana Gaming Control Law

Motion Picture
Investor Tax Credit

Tax credit program: provides a tax credit of 30% on 
qualified production expenditures and an additional 5% 
tax credit for Louisiana resident labor expenditures

• Must spend at least $300,000 on motion picture production 
   in Louisiana

 Live Performance
Tax Credit

Tax credit program: provides a tax credit of up to 25% 
on qualified production or infrastructure development 
expenditures; additional credits available for payroll and 
transportation expenditures

• Must spend at least $100,000 on live performance
   production or infrastructure projects in Louisiana

LED FastStart
Workforce development program: provides workforce 
recruitment, screening and training to new and 
expanding Louisiana companies at no cost

• Any manufacturing, digital media, corporate headquarters,  
  warehouse and distribution, research and development or other  
  strategic facility must commit to creating at least 15 jobs 
• Service providers must commit to creating at least 50 jobs

Economic Development 
Award Program

Loan/grant program: provides funding for publicly 
owned infrastructure in support of business 
development projects

• Must be a public or quasi-public state entity requesting
   a minimum of $50,000
• Must create or retain at least 10 permanent jobs in Louisiana

Technology 
Commercialization Credit 

and Jobs Program

Tax credit program: provides 40% refundable tax credit 
on costs related to the commercialization of Louisiana 
technology and a 6% payroll rebate for the creation of 
new direct jobs

• Must commercialize a technology developed in Louisiana
• Must partner with a Louisiana higher education institute or
   be a governmental research institution

Modernization Tax Credit
Tax credit program: provides a 5% refundable state tax credit 
for manufacturers modernizing or upgrading existing
facilities in Louisiana

• Must improve entire facility’s or specific unit’s efficiency
   by 10% or more or
• Facility must be in competition for capital expenditures within  
   a company’s established capital expenditure budget plan 

Program Name Benefit Eligibility (not comprehensive)

Small Business
Loan Program

Loan assistance program: provides up to 75% loan 
guarantees or state direct loan participations up to 40% 
to facilitate capital accessibility

• Must be a Louisiana small business (as defined by SBA)
• Must have a business plan and a bank willing to fund the loan

Micro Loan Program
Loan assistance program: provides up to 80% loan guarantee 
and state direct loan participations up to 50% for banks that 
fund loans of $5,000 to $50,000 to small businesses 

• Must be a Louisiana small business (as defined by SBA)

Bonding
Assistance Program

Loan assistance program: provides up to 25% loan 
guarantee for qualifying small contractors bidding on 
private or public jobs

•  Must be certified in Small and Emerging Business 
   Development Program 
• Must complete Louisiana Contractors Accreditation Institute 
   or have LED waiver

Veteran Initiative

Provides veteran-owned and disabled, service-oriented 
veteran-owned small businesses with greater potential 
for access to state procurement and public contract 
opportunities

• Must be a veteran or disabled, service-oriented veteran
• Must be certified by LED, a Louisiana resident and have fewer 
   than 50 full-time employees

Mentor-Protégé 
Tax Credit

Tax credit program: provides up to $50,000 in tax credits per 
year for participating large construction firms that provide 
technical assistance to protégé construction firms  

•  Must be certified active in SEBD program or registered in the   
   state’s Hudson Initiative Program (protégé firm)

Special Incentives for Small Businesses

Economic Incentives for Businesses of All Sizes

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON LOUISIANA’S INCENTIVES, CALL 225.342.5675.
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for MoviesMagic 

P
ixel Magic, a 3-D animation company, studied produc-

tion incentives nationwide when deciding where to 

expand beyond its Los Angeles headquarters. 

Louisiana’s competitive Motion Picture Investor Tax Credit 

brought the visual effects firm to the state, although the 

company itself has not used the tax credit.

Its logic was this: The companies it works for are sensitive 

to costs, including special effects expenses. Having a 

location with the best incentive would be good business  

for Pixel Magic and reduce costs for clients, such as  

Warner Bros.

“Louisiana had the best credit, and we wanted to capitalize 

on that,” said Ray Scalice, Pixel Magic general manager.

In 2009, Pixel Magic selected Louisiana Immersive 

Technologies Enterprise, or LITE, in Lafayette, La.,  

for its first location outside of Los Angeles. The decision  

was made in conjunction with its work on Disney’s 

“Secretariat,” which was shot in the Acadiana Region  

and took advantage of the tax credit. Pixel Magic also has  

plans to expand its staff at LITE from 12 to 40 over the next 

three years.

The film incentive program, recently made permanent by 

lawmakers, provides a 30 percent transferable tax credit  

on in-state motion picture production spending, with  

an additional 5 percent tax credit on the payroll of 

Louisiana residents. 

As a result, Louisiana’s film industry is growing at an 

impressive rate. With nearly 100 film projects concluding 

this year, 2010 is on track to exceed production numbers 

from the first five years of the program (2002 to 2006), 

combined. Louisiana Entertainment has also received 132 

applications to the film program throughout 2010, which 

represents an estimated $800 million in spending and 

nearly $1.4 billion in total production budgets.  
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Louisiana’s Economic Development

Louisiana has an extensive network of economic development organizations and allies 
dedicated to helping our communities attract, grow and maintain business in our state.

REGIONS & PARTNERSREGIONS & PARTNERS
1. Bayou Region
•	Assumption	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Chamber	of	Lafourche	and	the	Bayou	Region
•	Houma-Terrebonne	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Lafourche	Parish	Economic	Development	
•	South	Central	Industrial	Association
•	St.	Mary	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	St.	Mary	Economic	Development
•	St.	Mary	Industrial	Group
•	Terrebonne	Economic	Development	Authority
•	Thibodaux	Chamber	of	Commerce	

2. Southeast Region
•	Jefferson	Parish	Economic	Development		 	
	 Commission
•	Plaquemines	Association	of	Business	&	Industry
•	St.	Bernard	Parish	Economic
	 Development	Foundation
•	St.	Charles	Parish	Department	of	Economic	
	 Development	&	Tourism
•	St.	James	Parish	Department	of
	 Economic	Development
•	St.	John	the	Baptist	Parish	Department	of
	 Economic	Development
•		St.	Tammany	Economic	Development	

Foundation
•	Tangipahoa	Economic	Development	Foundation
•	Washington	Economic	Development	Foundation

3. Capital Region
•	Ascension	Economic	Development	Corporation
•	City	of	Baton	Rouge/East	Baton	Rouge	Parish
•	East	Feliciana	Parish	Economic	Development
•	Greater	Pointe	Coupee	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Iberville	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Livingston	Economic	Development	Council
•	St.	Helena	Parish	Economic	Development		 	
	 Committee
•	West	Baton	Rouge	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	West	Feliciana	Parish	Community
	 Development	Foundation

4. Acadiana Region
•	Crowley	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Greater	Abbeville-Vermilion	Chamber
	 of	Commerce
•	Iberia	Industrial	Development	Foundation
•	Lafayette	Economic	Development	Authority
•	Louisiana	Immersive	Technologies
	 Enterprise
•	St.	Landry	Parish	Economic	Industrial	
	 Development	District
•	St.	Martin	Economic	Development	Authority

5. Southwest Region
•	Chennault	International	Airport	Authority
•	City	of	Lake	Charles	Planning	and	Economic		 	
	 Development	Department
•	DeQuincy	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	DeQuincy	Economic	Commission
•	Greater	Beauregard	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Greater	DeRidder	Area	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Greater	Jennings	Chamber	of	Commerce
•		Jeff	Davis	Parish	Office	of	Economic	

Development
•	Jennings	Main	Street
•	Kinder	Louisiana	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Lake	Charles	Downtown	Development	Authority
•	Lake	Charles	Regional	Airport
•	Oakdale	Area	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Sulphur	Industrial	Development	Board
•	The	Chamber/SWLA
•	The	Port	of	Lake	Charles
•	West	Calcasieu	Port,	Harbor	and
	 Terminal	District

6. Central Region
•	Alexandria	Central	Economic
	 Development	District
•	Alexandria/Pineville	Convention	and
	 Visitors	Bureau
•	Alexandria	Regional	Port	Authority	
•	Avoyelles	Parish	Port	Commission
•	Cenla	Advantage	Partnership	
•	Central	Louisiana	Business	Incubator
•	Central	Louisiana	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Concordia	Economic	&	Industrial
	 Development	Board
•	Concordia	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	England	Economic	and	Industrial
	 Development	District
•	Greater	Alexandria	Economic
	 Development	Authority
•	Greater	Vernon	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	LaSalle	Economic	Development	District
•	North	Rapides	Business	and	Industry	Alliance
•	O.U.T.S.:	Olla,	Urania,	Tullos,	Standard
	 Economic	Development	Board
•	Pineville	Downtown	Development	District
•	The	Rapides	Foundation
•	Winn	Economic	and	Industrial	District

7. Northeast Region
•	Bernice	Industrial	Development	Corporation
•	Caldwell	Parish	Industrial	Development	Board
•	Franklin	Economic	Development	Foundation
•	Jackson	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Jackson	Parish	Economic	Development
•	LA	Delta	65	Inc.	

•	Lake	Providence	Port	Commission
•	Monroe	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Morehouse	Economic	Development	Commission
•	Rayville	Economic	Development
•	Tensas	Revitalization	Alliance
•	Union	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	West	Carroll	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	West	Monroe-West	Ouachita	Chamber
	 of	Commerce

8. Northwest Region
•	Arcadia/Bienville	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Bossier	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	Caddo-Bossier	Port	Commission
•	City	of	Natchitoches	Economic
	 Development	Commission	
•	Claiborne	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	DeSoto	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	Greater	Bossier	Economic
	 Development	Foundation	
•	Greater	Shreveport	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Minden-South	Webster	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Natchitoches	Area	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	North	Webster	Chamber	of	Commerce
•	Red	River	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	Ruston-Lincoln	Chamber	of	Commerce	
•	Sabine	Parish	Chamber	of	Commerce	

In	addition	to	working	with	these	organizations,	
LED	regularly	works	with	municipalities,	parishes,	
police	juries	and	utilities	on	economic	development	
initiatives.

Statewide	partners	include:
•	American	Electric	Power/Southwestern
	 Electric	Power	Company
•	Association	of	Louisiana
	 Electric	Cooperatives
•	Center	for	Lean	Excellence
•	Cleco	Corp.
•	Entergy	Louisiana	Economic	Development	
•	Louisiana	Association	of	Planning	and		 	
	 Development	Districts
•	Louisiana	Business	Incubation	Association
•	Louisiana	Industrial	Development
	 Executives	Association	
•	Louisiana	Municipal	Association	
•	Louisiana	Small	Business	Development
	 Center	Network	
•	Manufacturing	Extension	Partnership
	 of	Louisiana
•	Police	Jury	Association	of	Louisiana
•	Ports	Association	of	Louisiana
•	Procurement	Technical	Assistance	Center

REGION         REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION        REGIONAL HUB

1. BAYOU	 South	Louisiana	Economic	Council	 Houma/Thibodaux

2. SOUTHEAST	 Greater	New	Orleans	Inc.		 New	Orleans

3. CAPITAL	 Baton	Rouge	Area	Chamber	 Baton	Rouge

4. ACADIANA	 Acadiana	Economic	Development	Council	 Lafayette

5. SOUTHWEST	 Southwest	Louisiana	Economic	Development	Partnership	 Lake	Charles	

6. CENTRAL	 Central	Louisiana	Economic	Development	Alliance	 Alexandria

7. NORTHEAST	 Northeast	Louisiana	Economic	Alliance	 Monroe

8. NORTHWEST	 North	Louisiana	Economic	Partnership	 Shreveport/Bossier

EQ, Louisiana Economic Quarterly®, is published four times a year by Louisiana Economic Development,
1051 North Third Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70802-5239. Paid for with public funds provided by the people of 
Louisiana. Please contact us at 225.342.3000 or LouisianaEQ@la.gov.           © 2010 Louisiana Economic Development
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